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The variations studied in this unit will be those that the children
can identify in their own plants. They may find variables in leaf num-
ber, leaf length and breadth, leaf area, and plalt weight. In attempt-
ing to understand how variations occur, two areas could be studied:
1) environmental conditions, and 2) heredity. The purpose of this
unit, however, is to prove that variation does exist, rather than
explaining why it does so. Therefore, the thrust of this unit will be
aimed at variations which arise from conditions in the environm,:nt.

During the course of this unit children will become familiar with
collection techniques, quantitative methods of measuring the varia-
tions studied, record-keeping, and the use of graphs as a means of
showing and comparing variations. The concepts stressed will be:
1) that life exhibits variety even within a species, and 2) that the
range of this variety is predictable and limited to a normal curve.

This unit would be used most appropriately as an outdoor
activity in the spring or fall. But if potted plants can be obtained in
the quantities required, the activities could be conducted in the
classroom during the winter.
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INTRODUCTION*

The study of ecology begins with an observation of plants and ani-
mals in their own habitats. Since many environmental factors can be
measured at once, it's possible to correlate the behavior and structure of
planth and animals with the forces of the environment. It seems, for
instance, that plant behavior may vary according to the amounts of avail-
able water, heat, light, soil, wind, etc. Over long periods of time, certain
adaptations may become inheritable and may account in part for the
variety in plant and animal types. (See Population Variation, a unit on
heredity in this series.)

Within a relatively short time, some changes in plant and animal
types may occur as a result of immediate pressures from the env;ron-
ment. These changes are not hereditary. This is why the behavior or
structure of a given plant or animal species is not always uniform in all
the areas where it is found.

This unit illustrates some of the variations that exist within a
species. Our investigations will be limited to a member of the plant
kingdom, but the conclusions drawn and the concepts developed can be
extended to the animal kingdom as well.

sheet
scissors (round point)
scale or balance (opt.)
plastic bags
rulers (centimeter)
graph paper

MATERIALS

string tags
pins
small paper plates
string
long nails

milk cartons
Cheerios
colored chalk, pencils,

crayons
tape

*This unit can be used in association with Transect Studies and
Contour Mapping of this series.



Differences in Living Things
ACTIVITIES

I. PreField Trip
This activity begins with a general survey of several

plant types and then proceeds to a specific study of
a single plant type. The general survey will introduce
the children to the idea that variation exists among
all species. The specific study will measure these
variation..., as they exist in one selected plant species.

The site you select for the study can be any grassy
area which is easily accessible to your class. Since it
will be necessary to remove plant specimens from
this area. you may have to get permission to use it.

The plant chosen for the second phase of this unit
will be collected most extensively. Plantain is sug-
gested for three reasons: plantain grows profusely
under a variety of conditions, so it is usually avail.
able; its large broad leaves are easily handled and
studied: and the removal of these plants probably
won't be regretted by the caretaker of the grounds.
However, any species (bush, tree, or smaller plant) is
usable, provided a number of different plants of the
species can be studied. Also, the leaves should be
accessible to the children and easily handled. They
should be large and smoothedged.

V"'

4 7

A map of the study site should be made if you are
planning to do the "Additional Studies" listed at the
conclusion of this unit. The class will use the map to
record the location of the study plant, so it should he
drawn in large scale. Include on this map all the
prominent oh'ects, structures and plants which pro-
ject above the grass level. A freehand sketch will
suffice; however, you may want the class to prepare
a more accurate map as an exercise for the unit
entitled Contour Mapping in this series.

AZ. hedge

0 bush

, 4

141111,44.
Di *MOW*

needle tree

45) leaf tree

VV tall grass

X location of a study plant

IL Field Trip
Part 1. Surveying the Area
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sheet leC t

klit;ht,t1 t'4, t fn1t4,41
C,itt'cr that It,!' , arounr! the sheet and play a "match

derntsfstatt. the have one child
k loaf r,tt!T cla'al we at he (',iii t:nd tinother

!eaf ;ht, kin s1 the sheet tt: match it Ask
what rea3so,nInc he used to deci:te the second le:-
the same tyre as the hrst Did he use color,

Ask I. r volunteers tit match toe remaining
leaves, express.nr, ;he criteria they use to do so, This
vo; reqjit roups of dastaraCt leaf types.
These disco-;' t :at tyre, t',elong to plants of the same
species

Now that the cr;;;;Iren have toted some character
1.-tics which diftereratiOte speCIeS, shaft the game to
that of poahtant: out those characteristics which vary
within a species Choose one or the leaf grOapS and
,ac, a child to rick klne leaf from the group Remove
all the pins or tape. put the chosen leaf back mto the
pr,-,up, and snuffle all the leaves of the group together.
Asl, ham again to select the leaf from the group.
Inquire how he determined which was the correct
leaf (Does th,s :eat have a slightly different site?
shape" colOr?)

Now ask the class to pair off and select leaf groups
from the sheet. If an insufficient number of species
has been collected, the class should pick more leaves
from the surrounding area. Have them examine their
leaves, noting differences among members of the
group. As the teams finish observing their leaves,

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

the may exchange leaf groups After each team has
ot,.rve,1 '('vein; leaf groups. ask them what char
octet:Macs they found which varied within thew spe-
cies CharacteristiCs which might appear on Such
list include size, shape. color, leaf edge. vein pattern.
You Milt/ need to point out that these are the same
characteristics they used to differentiate between
species. The important fact :s that within a leaf type
there is some variation in characteristics, but these
characteristics are still basically similar enough to
differentiate the leaf from another leaf of another
specie$,

11

Part 2. Studying a Plant Type

Now proceed to a more specific study of your area
by concentrating on the collection of one plant spe,
ties (e.g, plantain). Examine a group of leaves of the
selected plant, beginning with the samples from the
sheet collection. The children may list the variations
they see in thee leaves. Ask if they can look at this
small group of leaves and determine what character
istics (size, shape, etc.) the most common leaf for
this plant would have. Do they think that all possible
variations of any given characteristic are represented
within this group? Ask if they are certain, and how
they might find out. Try and wait until one of the
children suggests that they examine a greater num-
ber of leaves, in order to be more sure of what the
most common leaf would look like.

5



To t.;,i. !I)ir povide the
tHrk.: tars an,i

plasti( ki,'s Ask them tt, surwv the area apain. this
titre tire. hinr tei the .elected study
plait One plant or ten leaves per child should :*Itiffice

hen (elle( tirr, plant the students should remove it
as a whole, with the leaves intact This will require
that they tut the plant close to the 1..round When
coltec t-nr. !eaves t:om a bush or tree. they should all
collect hem the same area on the bush For

,

t hyv Olt colle(-1 Nom the tip of the branch back
tovArdS the ,,t(41) llhv each child should rolled and
cut in mti(1) way may be an impossible
question for tstrn to answer at this point Later, when
tht'Y cornrow variations. the importance of having
used the same technique should become more
apparent

The child's name should be on a tag along with the
date of his collection. A tag may then be c''tached to
each plant or inserted into the bag of leaves. At this
point, the plant's location may be marked on the site
map if one has been prepared. Place the plants or
leaves in plastic bags to prevent drying out while
transporting them to the classroom. Leaf freshness
can be further insured by sprinkling them with water.

6

III. Classroom Activities
Part 1. Observation and Measurement

After the chi'dren have examined their leaves ask
them to state some of the variations they observe.
List these on the board and ask them to find who has
the extremes of these variations. For example, Who
has the longest leaf? In order to find an answer to
this question. they will be required to compaie leaves.

Comparisons are best made by measurement,
though you might want them to decide upon measur-
ing on their own. Perhaps if equipment such as bal
ances, praph paper, and rulers are arrayed on a table,
some ideas for measurement will occur to them.
Some variations (e.g.. cola laf thickness. etc )
require rather sophisticated :.pparatus. These may
have to be examined on a oescriptive basis (e.g.,
darker, thicker).

in order to make comparisons, it will be necessary
to choose one method of measuring a certain varia
lion and make sure that everyone uses it. Otherwise
the measurements will not be uniform and eompari
sons will be fruitless. Allow the children to devise
their own methods at first. entually, the children
must establish, through class discussion. one best
method for the measurement of each variation. These
variations can then be compared on grar hs.

All measurements should be recorded. Explain that
recordkeeping is a natura; requirement for science,
and that the children will find it advisable to record
their measurements and other .nformation in note,
books. Do not set forth a specific format for the note.
books. The children should not be restricted to keep
ing notes in only one way or about only certain things.

9
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They may see importance in recording information
seeminriv Itr.(4,-ited to the point of the activity, but
this shoal not discouraged. After the class has
made its measurements, each child will construct his
own graph from the data recorded in his notebook,

Part 2. Constructing the Individual Graphs

The variations selected for study by graphs should
be those which have been measured in the same way
by the entire class Provide the children with graph
paper and ask that they make one square equal to
one unit of the variation measured Individual graphs
such as the iol!owing can be made.

1111111111111111111111-1111==
111=1111151=1=1111===
11111=11101111MINININOIN1111=====NOMNEM
11111111111111111111111=11111111

1011111=====M111111
1111111111111111111111111MMINI2 3 7 9 io

LEAF ARIA

.ii- ,me i ' whir h «01,1 he used for
;!t, i t teat area and weh.ht Yt-ui

%tv zthi
Leaf area 1,1ottllatt,1 an ty,a) the

f!!! (0061 (4ithOu a leaf on graph paper They
ttil,1 then rk 'WO sill the whole ,,quari s inside the
titime. anti i (Ain't every square %Ninth only partly
inskie the outline of course, if the students are
fan;iliar h fractions they can use these The second
method requires making an outline of the leaf on

paper The thildren fill in this outline with
pew. old i ,.'aril the otimber oi peas used

Leaf weight ( an he approximated even if a balance
scale is not available Make a string harness for two
small paper plates by punching !owe equidistant
holes in each plate's cur c umt 4ence Take three
Pie( es (1 equal length string, and knot each One to a
separate hole 1 le all three strings together at the top

11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111MS: iiiiiiiilniMiiiiiiIMUM
111111111101111111111111111111§111111111111111111
1111115N1111111111111111111111111111111111
1111111111 --"1111111111111111111111111

111=1101111111111111
111111111 1111111111111111
111111111 Niiiniiiiiiilisein "44Milliniii
IIIIIIIIIIIIS '411111111111111111inninil , :3IIIIIIIIIIII
.11-1111
11111111111111111., . `ISMS
111111111E1M11111k, 1 --- MIRIIIIIIIIERIIIIIIIIIII , 1111
11111111111111!. *. u......._.3
1111111111E11111111111111111inA11111
111111111111111 11111111111.11111111111

You may want the children to think up their own
methods for making a string harness.

When the harnesses are made, hang them from
the cods of a 30 cm. wooden ruler by attaching them
with tacks. Support this ruler at some point between
the two plates so that at balances. (Note: the mid-
point of the ruler. Le., the 15 cm. point, may not be
the point of balance.) Mark this point and drive a long
nail through the ruler to support the ruler and plates.
Work the nail so that the ruler swings on it freely.

This device can be supported across the top of a
sand filled m'lk carton whose top has been cut off,
and whose two opposite sides have been cut away
near the top to allow room for the balance arm to
swing. The leaf as put onto one of the paper plates.

10 7
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After each child has completed his graph of each
of the variables chosen for st dy. have the class look
at ,ill the ;ata Separate H e graphs into groups
ac,:ording, to the type of variation measured, and post
these where they can he examined by the class. Again
question who had certain extremes of a variation.
Ask, for exxrple who really !lad the longest feat.

Part 3. Graphing Composite He oograms

Do the children find some difficulty in searching
each graph for data? If so. the graphs might all be
reordered to make answering questions about the
variation of a particular characteristic easier. It would
be helpful to make one large graph for the entire
class. This would eliminate examining each grapo
independently whet, a question is posed. (Remember,
though, that only data for the same characteristic
may be combined to make a composite graph.)

Prepare large graph outlines for each variation
(e.g.. area, length, weight. etc,) either on the board
or on sheets of paper. For a class of :flirty students.
collecting one plant each. a graph with 50 units on
the vertical axis and 25 units on the horizontal should
be sufficient for any variation measured. These
graphs will not contain any information initially. The

8

data will be
Hliten

Colored chalk, crayons, colored pencils, or a corn,
hination ol all three. could De used by the children
when transferring information from their individual
graphs to the class composite graph. Line up the
olored chalk or pencils. The first piece of chalk

crayon is used by the first child and replaced in its
position. the second piece by the next child and so
on In this way, each child can keep track of his cow
tribution ,n the composite graph.

Lelow .s a graph showing data collected by a group
of ten teachers for leaf area. Each teacher measured
the area of twelve lilac leaves by outlining the leaves
on 3a .inch grid graph paper. They counted the num-
ber of whole squares enclosed by the outline, and
estimated the number of whole squares which might
be made from the fractions of squares enclosed in
the ot'tline Similar composite graphs may be con,
structed fir leaf width, length and weight. The class
as a whole might measure tae variation in the number
of leaves per plant Of course. this is only practical
if they have collected entire plants such as plantain.

oered on these prormt. by

9
e
7
a

4
3
2

x

x

x

LitAP POMO.

x
x

x

x

x

x
x

If there is sufficient data for each variation meas
ured, perhaps the students will see a pattern develop-
ing among the several graphs. A line following the
share of the graph, connecting the top-most point
in each column, will make this pattern n.ore evident.
Ask the students how they would describe the general
shape formed by the line that's been drawn.
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VO1.1, 'St I US loos mieht he drown from this

it i'ut 1'u -titterence and similarities el oidividuals
t!,,, \amt. -1.e, t et the ,,tudents i:ore out that

this oi recies cltmter because the
sre of a ('Lint tYrt' :)te. by definition. basically
lima tar

5.me follow which could be asked abnUf
thy rte,ww, (omposite graph Similar ones may he
asked c-t V,`t+r Stildenf c in relation io their graphs:

"Vhat aewars to be the most common area for
tne leaves acc;,r ding to our sampling? What are the
second. third anti fourth most common areas,"

-Can ws, Soy our composite graph tells us there
are positively no ziants with leaves of an area less
than ,,quart,S or more than 17 squares) (Such an
assumption cannot be made no matter how large a
sampling was taken. They can only assume that at

would be unlikely to find a leaf of either of these
area it the lot:Awn where their sample was taken )

"Can we assume we would get the same graph if
the same size sampling were taken from another
area?" Environmental factors and hereditary factors
must be considered before answering such a ques-
tion If the area has the same environmental factors
of soil. light. temperature. etc,. and if the plants of
this area evolved under the same condilaons as the
study plants. the resulting graph might well be the
same ut complete similarities of conditions are very
unlike-

"Ii we measured these variations in another plant
species, would we get the same results?" The class
should now understand that the general shape of the
curve (bell-shaped) should be the same but the curve
might occupy a different position on the graph.

To firmly establish the idea of sample size as it
influences the results, have he children look at their
individual graphs. Ask if they see any bell-shaped
curves on these individual graphs. They probably
won't. Can they explain why? Organize the children
into groups of six and ask them to try to combine two
or three graphs within their groups to see if a syrre
metrical or bell-shaped curve results. Possible small
graph combinations follow. Here are sample ques.
tions which could be asked about them:

11 H.,1 t',c ot lcdvi,. in thew
.e.tal 011(h tec.-sulted in .1 hell shaped
curve' It the que,tion.. isked ahout the (LISS (0/1
PCS'fe r:011 :ikt,C1 of the small comrositk.
raph..:, would the answers be the same? If not which
results are the moq valid, those of the clak-s cram
polite or those of the small r-smiposites' If the result'',
.1147 the :,ame, could we say why a sampling of this

size could replace the larger :Joss sampling?
Could it be this result was 'lucky?. Do the children
think it is repeatable'

X

X XXXX
XXX X XXXX X X

XX XX XXXXX XXX
XXXX XXXXX XXX

XX
X X XX X X X
X XX X XX X X X

XX X XX XX X XX XX
X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X

X X
XXX X X
!XXX X

XXX XX XX
XXX X XXX
XXX X XXXX X
X X X X X X X X X
XXXXXXXXX
XXX X XXXX XXX
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ADDITIONAL STUDIES

Enviromel- -fluence on plant growth -nay be
:ur the,. studie i using the following methods.

I. Comparing Two Graphs
'elect pla.lt for study which seems to grow under

a va!letv et conditions Plantain, fry, examre. can be
found grawing in many type of sods. under wet and
Ar conditions, in both shan, and sunny areas. How,

it is reasonable to assume that plantain has a
weci4ic set of conditions which will result in its
optimum growth and health. It is a less heathy and
a less surces.,tul plant under anything other than
these rondith,ry.

The children might take a sampling (ten leaves or
one plant pe r him of all the plantain found in spots
which are shaded for much of the day. They could
measure and cPaph variation in area. leaf length,
number of lea..es per plant. etc. They might then
take a SMnrilnk7 of all the plantain they ioun,l in
areas which received sunlight all day. The sarnr vari-
ations can he measured and graphed for this sam
piing. Hay:, the children compare the two grapas Ask
if they are essentially the same. If not, ask how tney
differ. Do the children think that plantain prefers
shade to light or light to shade? Can they answer this
question witnout investigating other possible environ
ment;::! variable, ty;:e? Extersive pr3
cedures for testing two environmental factors are
iounci in the units on Soil Acidity and Alkalinity and
Soil Water Holding Capacity in this series,

10
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II. Graphing Using Two
Variables

It is possible to graph two variables, such as
average leaf length and soil acidity, so that each one
is seen in relation to the other. Taking this a step
further, one of the varia:)los may be seen as a func-
tion of the other beLause it varies as a result of a
change in the other factor.

Suppose. as shown in the graph which follows, we
have five plants of the same species. To each of the
five we add the same amount of water, at the same
intervals. We expose each to the same amount of sun-
light and we keep the temperature the same for all
five. In fact, all environmental elements are kept the
same for all five plants, with the exception of one ele,
ment which varies for each in this case. soil
acidity. (Soil acidity can be measured with a soil test
kit.) By maintaining this environmental control over a
period of time, we can then assume, the graph
indicates, that any difference in average lei i length is
dependent upon soil acidity.

Thus, from the data, we see that a soil acidity of
4.5 makes for optimum leaf length in those plants
tested. Also, leaf length tends to decrease as the
soil becomes more or less acid than 4.5,

13
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! Jet -4,int t' invt--41r.itc\
es.',tt c"rt have it lenrth

;,r,m'ern in the Billowing way:
f !!! a H.,174, !aro, co,lainer. mix enour

s,11 t,, t,!! fve och-. Next. o.o out (wik
earTh. ;)ot takint: r art' to p!ace eat h into the soil in the

,,ame tieoth same derree of p; :king
Arou.1.1 1 he plant'' NhOldd all be as close
to t "e same initially as possible. This could
orohahiv he assured by planting a large number of
seeds In a `,11!:'!f, cOk! It,IM(' at the same ttme When
the see ts 1.0 cor-uted atl =f t-,rown to a couple of
inches k,r so in heic!t. 1! should he easy to choose
hve that lock of eqi:al we (Beans might be good
ox,ts to use

On« the r,lants are potted. they should be put in
a !1,0 e where the environmental factors (sunhght,
term: eratlIrt ft( .till be the same for all five. Then
at re,,,ar 1:-!ervals we add varying amounts of water
to each pla!,! IL% the hrst_ the class could add. say,
one VICHh CUft ti, tne sec -Ind. one fourth cup: and so
on, increasanp by an eighth of a cup each time
Choose any convenient quantity of wat-,r, but be sure
to increase the amount pt000rtionally in each of the
five nlants Ac41 the water every other day, or at some
other interval, ii exoenence suggests another pattern
is better

we's. t1ti

After three or tow weeks. or whenever there is
noticeable rrowth meamire the leoves of each plant,
take at; .101'tdrf' leaf length for each plant and then
piot the data in a VS.,iy similar to that for soil acidity.
,1:hat cr\ndrisions. it any, can the class draw about
the relationship, of available water to leaf length?

a lo
9
8

I 7

Z 3 4 S 4)

AM0t)NT OF WATER.

HI. Heredity
As was mentioned in the introduction to this unit,

heredity is the second large category which affects
plant variation. For studying this unit in greater
depth, see Population Variation, another unit of this
series.

You might want to delve into this area further from
an environmental standpoint. Darwin's concept of
"the survival of the fittest.- for example, implies that
the species or specimen which is fittest for his en-
vironment is the one which will prevail. The students
could relate this to the two previous graphs which
involve the correlation of two variables. For each
variation which was recorded there was an optimum
condition: leaf length was longest when certain other
variables were existing in a certain quantity. How
would the students explain the link between this in
formation and the fact that traits ultimately get
transmitted through genes?

It's important for the children to understand that
heredity is a separate phenomenon from environ-
mental adaptation: Several traits. such as that of
having blue eyes, are transmitted by he. editary
means, but provide no apparent aid in adaptation.
For studying this iirea in greater detail, see Popula-
tion Variation, another unit in this series.
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THE ENVIRONMENTAL UNITS

Below is a list of the first titles in the Environmental Discovery Series.
The ones with order numbers next to them are available as of August, 1072.
The others are in preparation and will be available in the coming weeks.
Also, ten additional units will be announced soon.

Next to the titles, we have suggested the grades for which each is most
appropriate. We emphasize that these are suggested grade levels. The
teacher is encouraged to adapt the activities to a wide range of grade levels,
and subject areas depending upon the interests and abilities of the students.

Order
No. Title

Grade
Level Price

Order
No. 1 ilk

`.-0007 Plants in the C lassroom 3-8 $1.50 -6123 Genetic Variation

7Q01e Vacant Lot Studies 5-0 1.50 7`51.%:. Soil

70X25 Differences in living 'Things 4-8 1.00 70141 Tile Pattern', and (staphs

:0034 Shadows 1-8 1.00 70150 Plant Puzzles

70043 Wind 3 -t. 1.50 70100 Brine Shrimp and Their Habitat

70052 Snow and Ice 1-8 1.50 7,3178 Nature's Part in Art

70081 Man's HabitatThe City 4-0 1.50 70' 12 Contour Mapping

70070 Fish and Water Temperature 4-0 1.50 Chanro, in a Small Ecosystem

70080 Oaks, Acorns, Climate and Squirrels 1 -8 1.50 1 !-ansecI Studies

0105 Nature Hunt Spec. Ed. K-1 1.00 Stream Profiles

70008 Sampling Button Populations 3-0 1.00 Color and Change

70114 The Rise and Fall of a Yeast Community c.-0 1.00 Outdoor Fun for Students

If you wculd like a free brochure describing activities in the individual units, write:

The National Wildlife Federation
Educational Servicing
1412 16th Street, N.W.

Washington, D. C. 20036

Grade
Level Price

4-0 1.50

2-0 $1.50

1-2 1.00

1-8 1.50

1-5 1.50

3-t, 1.50

4-0 1.50

5-0

Written and developed by:

NWF MESF Karen jostad
John Cary Stone Edmund Bray Edward Landin
lames D. Davis Barbara Clark Richard Myshak
Wendy Kay Robert Collins Michael Naylon
Phil Nicholson Joann Current Robert O'Hara
Tom; . Smith John Heitkarnp Noreen Teachout

David Jones Carl Vogt
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1412 Sixteenth Street, N.W.
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